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Structured Queries for Semistructured Probabilistic Data
Alex Dekhtyar, Krol Kevin Mathias, and Praveen Gutti
ABSTRACT
We present SPOQL, a structured query language for Semistructured Probabilistic Object (SPO) model [4]. The original querylanguage—SP-
Algebra [4], has traditional limitations like terse functional notation and unfamiliarity to application programmers. SPOQLalleviates these
problems by providing familiar SQL-like declarative syntax. We show that parsing SPOQL queries is a more involving task than parsing SQL
queries. We also present an eagerevaluation algorithm for SPOQL queries.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of new applications of database technologies to dynamic environments in the past couple of
years, management of uncertain information has again attracted the attention of database researchers. Replacing
early, relational models for storage and processing of probabilistic data [12, 2, 6, 1] new, object-oriented [11, 8]
and semistructured models [10, 14, 4, 20] have been proposed.
The need for special approach(es) to management of probabilistic data comes from two key observations. First,
probabilities stored in the databases must be manipulated (combined, marginalized, conditionalized) in accordance
with the laws of probability theory. Second, probabilities are often associated with objects that have more complex
structure than relational tables. The latter observation suggests the use of object-oriented or semistructured
approaches, while the former suggests that standard notions of queries have to be revised in order to admit correct
manipulation of probabilities.
In [4, 20] Dekhtyar et al. have introduced a framework for management of probabilistic data called
Semistructured Probabilistic Objects (SPOs). SPOs are designed to store, as objects, probability distributions of
discrete random variables with finite domains together with non-stochastic (context, situation-specific)
information. The design of SPOs allows to store in the same Semistructured Probabilistic relation (SP-relation) an
arbitrary collection of such probability distributions: different SPOs in the relation can have completely different
structure and content.
To query SP-relations, Dekhtyar et al. introduced Semistructured Probabilistic Algebra (SP-Algebra), a query
algebra defining the semantics of traditional relational algebra operations, such as selec-tion, projection and join.
In addition, SP-Algebra contains an operation of conditionalization (conditioning) used to construct con-ditional
probability distributions. In [20], Zhao et al. report on the implementation of Semistructured Probabilistic DBMS,
SPDBMS. Built on top of an RDBMS, it provides a level of abstraction, hiding from the users the details of
storage of SPOs in relational databases. Client applications use SP-Algebra queries to access the informa-tion
stored in SPDBMS.
In its current stage, SPDBMS is used by a number of client applications [3, 2 1] developed for a research project
devoted to planning in the presence of uncertain information[ 13].
This paper describes the newest component of SPDBMS, Semistructured Probabilistic Object Query Language
(SPOQL) – an SQL-like declarative language for queries over SPO data. SPOQL is de-signed to replace SP-
Algebra as the interface of choice for communication with the SPDBMS server. While SP-Algebra allows us to
study various properties of SPOs in a rigorous manner, it is inconvenient to use as the end-user (or client) query
language. SPOQL provides convenient declarative syntax for queries and represents complex queries over SPO
data in a straightforward manner.
In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the SPO model and SP-Algebra. Section 3 then introduces SPOQL. We
discuss the syntax of the language, and describe how SPOQL queries are translated into SP-Algebra expressions
for further processing within SPDBMS.
2. SEMISTRUCTURED PROBABILISTIC OBJECTS
2.1 Motivating Example
Semistructured Probabilistic Object model provides straightforward and convenient means of storing probability
distributions of discrete random variables as single objects. Early work on uncertainty in databases added
probabilities to relational tuples, but also attempted to treat groups of tuples within the same relation as a
probability distribution [2, 6]. A more sophisticated approach [1] abandoned first normal form in probabilistic
                 
                
       
                    
              
            
                
                 
           
                
                 
               
                
                  
                   
               
              
                 
               
                  
      
                 
                  
                   
             
                     
               
  
                   
                 
                
               
 
 
                 
                      
                      
                                
                   
                                         
 
         
                
                   
                    
                   
        
           
 
                
                      
                   
                    
                 
relations, and stored an entire probability distribution as part of a single tuple. Still, the probabilistic database
model  of  [  1]  was relational, which, in particular, meant that only similarly structured probability distributions
could be stored in the same relation.
The original motivation for the SPO model came from the work of one of the authors on building Bayesian models
for complex domains[5, 13]. Bayesian networks [15] are graphical representations of conditional dependencies (and
independencies) between various (discrete) random variables (with finite domains). Traditional Bayesian network
applications yield relatively small (as far as databases are concerned) models, with relatively few probability tables
to be stored and manipulated. However, some of the emerging applications present a case for proper data
management strategies, as illustrated on the following example, borrowed from [13]. 
At present, our research group is working on modelling advising in the Welfare-to-Work (WtW) system using
Bayesian networks [3, 13]. In a nutshell, WtW is a government program that provides cer-tain benefits (food
stamps, health insurance, daycare, stipend) to its clients (In practice, welfare-to-work clients are unemployed single
parents) in exchange for their participation in services and activities designed to improve the clients’ employability.
A WtW case manager is assigned to work with each client, provide advice and monitor progress. Case managers
base their advice to clients on the estimates of the clients’ likely success in specific activities. Such estimates are
based on client characteristics (such as literacy level, work preparedness, and time-management skills); the case
managers knowledge about available services (such as mental-health care and job-training classes) and regulations;
the client’s current record with the program; and the case manager’s experience with this and other clients.
We model client performance in specific activities as random variables conditionally dependent on various client
characteristics listed above. In addition, going through an activity and succeeding (or failing) in it also has a
stochastic effect on client characteristics themselves.
In addition to random variables influencing the probability of success in a specific activity, there are numerous
non-stochastic factors as well. For example, such characteristics of the client as age,and number of children are not
stochastic, but may clearly af-fect the client’s ability to succeed in volunteer work, GED study or any of other
possible activities. In addition, activities themselves may possess non-stochastic characteristics, such as location
and/or name of the provider/facility, time of day the activity is offered, etc. As a result of the presence of this non-
stochastic information, often referred to as “meta-data” or “context”, multiple CPTs get associated with each
random variable.
The Bayesian network inference/planning software, on the other hand, does not need to work with all CPTs at the
same time. Based on the currently available information about an individual client, that software would need to
select appropriate CPTs from the avail-able collection. The latter calls for careful approach to storage and
manipulation of CPTs and other probability distributions. SPO model and SP-Algebra, described below, answer that
challenge.
2.2 SPO model and SP-Algebra
In this section we define SPOs — Semistructured ProbabilisticObjects — a flexible data structure to represent probability distri-butions,
and SP-Algebra, an algebra of atomic query operations onSPOs. An SPO S [20] is a tuple S = (T, V, P, C, W), where
• T is a relational tuple over some semistructured schema over R, the universe of context attributes. T refers to the context of S.
• V = {V1, . . . , Vq } ⊆ V is a set of random variables that participate in S, where V is the universe of random variables and V /= 0.
• P : dom (V)  [0, 1] is the probability table of S. Note that P need not be complete.
• C = {(u1, X1),... (us, Xs)}, where {ui, . . . , us} = U ⊆ V, and Xi⊆ dom(ui), 1 <= i <= n, such that V ∩ U  =  0. C refers to the conditional of
S.
• W, called the path expression, is an expression of SP-Algebra.
Informally, SPOs store probability distributions as follows. Theactual distribution is described by the participating random vari-ables and 
probability table parts of the object. Its path tells ushow this object has been constructed. Atomic (single unique iden-tifier) paths indicate
that the object has been directly inserted intothe DBMS whereas complex paths indicate which database objectsparticipated in its creation
and what SP-Algebra operations havebeen applied to obtain it. Context part of the SPO stores the non-stochastic information related to the
distribution, while the condi-tional part, stores conditioning information.
A collection {S1, . . . , Sn} of SPOs is called an SP-relation.
EXAMPLE 1. We use SPOs to represent the probability distributions associated with the model described in Section 2. 1. Figure1 contains
some of the distributions stored for the random variables associated with activity “Volunteer Placement (VOP) ”. TheSPO in Figure 1 (a), for 
example, represents the probability distribution of client’s performance in volunteer placement related tonursing for a client who resides in the 
hetsiVOP ,s SPOihtIn .nessiread-ow workloriented, has high confidence and aptitude, but-skilled and goal city of Lexington, is highly
and success ,ueslwo vatn hasis domatI .yitvtiac tmenvariable representing client performance in the volunteer place ng randomtipaictipar 
                   
                      
                    
           
                        
                        
                  
                     
                       
                   
                     
                 
                      
                      
                  
                    
                     
                
      
      
       
         
       
        
              
        
         
 
     
                  
          
 
     
       
         
       
 
      
              
                          
              
 
                  
                   
                    
                       
                    
      
                  
                  
            
                   
                    
                     
                    
                   
     
                  
                    
             
failure andtheir respective probabilities are given in the probability table partof the SPO. The context of the SPO isformed by two name-
tains-residence (Lexington). Finally, the conditionalpart of the SPO con’stenlicfy oithe ctng) andiwork (nursfype othetngiyifspec ,rsipavalue
,h expressionidentifying this SPOThe pat.)WR(readiness-and work)C( confidence,)G(information about client’s aptitude (A), skills level (S), goals
S1 indicates that it had been inserted into thedatabase as-is.
Similarly, we can take a look at a slightly more complex SPO in Figure 1(f). This SPO represents the joint probability distribu-tion of two
random variables, Work Readiness (WR) and Skills (S),for a client who resides in Lexington and has good work history.WR and S are the two 
possible combinations is included inourllfor afelabtyilithe probabtand,)low,highn (inary domaia bparticipating random variables. Each has
s work’ying the the clientat t ispec f,ementional contains a single con-ditioning st
pression (see below) indicating that this SPO had been constructed-an SP-Algebra ex,Thepath of this SPO is S2x S3 .)WH=good(history is good
and the condi,Lexington:SPO is citythe SPO. The contextfor the
out of SPOs with path IDs S2 and S3 using the SP-algebra opera-tion of cartesian product, described later in this section.
In the remainder of this section we describe the SP-Algebra, query algebra for the SPO model. It includes the definitions of stan-dard
otcifispec ,[6])and join. It also includes the conditionalization operation (see alsooperations of selection, projection, cartesian productrelational
have also defined joinWe.Algebra to include the mix operation-extended the original SPthe probabilistic databases. In this paper, we have
definitions of the mix operation andlmarofThe.and mix,join,conditions that can be applied to the SP-Algebra operations of cartesian product 
operations, please refer to [20].For the formal definitions of the remaining SP-Algebra.join conditions are provided inthis paper 
var, cnt,cnd bl are;Atomic selectionconditions, and Atomic conditionalization expression,In the definitions for Atomic projection list tand,
the notations used to represent random variable,context, conditional and probability table parts of an SPO ob-ject. Each of the above
notational elements can be referenced by [Name.]var, [Name.]cnt, [Name.]cnd, and [Name.]tbl respec-tively. The optional parameter Name
represents the name of the SP-relation.
:sned afidelist isoniprojectciomtA 
F ::= varlist I cntlist I cndlist
varlist::= “var”.(name)(, “var”. (name))*, where name ∈ V
cntlist::= “cnt”.(name)(, “cnt”.(name))*, where name ∈ R
cndlist::= “cnd”.(name)(, “cnd”. (name))*, where name ∈ V
:sned afideisonssierexpontizalionaitic condiomtA 
“var”. (n m ame ∈ Va e
Selection condition is inductively defined as:
 
Base: Atomic selection condition is a selection condition.Induction: Let cl and C2 be selection conditions. Then, the fol-lowing are
 
selection conditions: C1 V C2, C1 Ʌ C2, — C1 .
 
Join condition is defined as:
 
(Name).“cnt”. (name) (Op) (Name).“cnt”. (name) where,

Name - name of sp-relation, name ∈ R, and
 
OP: =, <=, >=, /=, <, >.
 
.1 Atomic selection conditions are described in Table
“var”. (name) =Value, where name ∈ V
) ∈ Value(, Value)*, where n
:SP-Algebra expressions are inductively defined as
Base: Let S be a name of an SP-relation. S. is an SP-Algebra ex-pression.
tionalization-ibe a condd,(PL)tsliontiecjbe a prof,on (SC)ition condtieclsebe acAlgebra expressions. Let-be SP2CandIeLetInduction:
expression (CE) and g be a join condition (JC). TheSP-Algebra expressions are described in Table 2.
,textconisfy a particular selection condition. The selection operations on-relation that sat-) operation finds SPOs in an SP(S) ,σ(Selection 
participating variables or conditionals do not alter the con-tent of the selected objects (SPOs). When the selection operations are either on
formation, but will only-participating variables and conditional in,the SPO returned retains the same context,probabilities or the probability table
=S, where)S(75.0>Prob.ltbσquerySPO that answers thegure 1(d) shows aniF .onition condtieclhe setinclude probability table rows that match
{S1}. In English this query isexpressed as follows: “Find all probability distributions in whichthere is an outcome with probability equal to
or greater than 0.75and select those outcomes.”
Projection(πf (S)) is the operation of simplifying SPOs. Theprojection operations on context and conditionals are similar to thetraditional
relational algebra projection: either a context attributeor a conditional is removed from an SPO object, which does notchange otherwise.
The projection operation on the set of participating random variables corresponds to removing the other random variables from
consideration in a joint probability distribution. Theresult of this operation is a new marginal probability distribution that is stored in the
probability table component of the resultingSPO. Figure 1(e) provides an SPO that gives result of projectingout all conditionals except
those related to client’s Aptitude, andthe work-type context attribute from the SPO S1 (Figure 1 (a)), ex-pressed as πcnt.city (πcnd.A (Sl)). Note
slight deviation from traditional relational algebra notation: the inner expression πcnd. A (Si) returns an SPO which has the same context,
participating variablesand probability table as S1, projecting out only conditional parts— if a component is omitted in the projection list
altogether, it iskept intact.
Conditionalization (µd (S)) is the operation of conditioning thejoint probability distribution. First, it removes from the probabilitytable of
the SPO all rows that do not match the condition. Thenthe variable column (given in the condition) is removed from thetable. The remaining
rows are coalesced (if needed) in the same manner as in the projection operation and the probability values are normalized. Finally, the
                       
        
   
                    
             
               
                
           
         
              
              
                  
                  
           
                 
                 
               
                 
           
 
                
            
                   
           
               
               
              
 
                 
                
 
           
           
              
       
 
 
                   
                   
               
           
 





           
           
                 
              
           
             
     
condition is added to the set of con-ditionals of the resulting SPO. Figure 1(g) shows the probabilitydistribution of client skills (S) given that 
the client has high work-readiness (WR) and good work history (WH), obtained from S4
(Figure 1(f)): µvar.WR=high(S4).
Cartesian product (x) and join (K, x) construct a joint proba-bility distribution from the input SPOs. The difference is that joinis applicable
to the SPOs that have common participating random variables whereas cartesian product is applicable to SPOs with dis-joint lists of 
participating variables. Two SPOs are cp-compatible, if their participating variables are disjoint, and their conditionalscoincide. When the sets 
of participating variables are not disjoint, but their conditionals coincide, the two SPOs are join-compatible. Figure 1(f)provides an SPO
representing the joint distribution (Skillsand Work-readiness) created from their respective SPOs in Figure1(c) and Figure 1(b).
Mix(⊗) operation also constructs a joint probability distributionfrom the input SPOs.
When two SP-relations S and S' are provided as input, they willhave join-compatible SPOs, cp-compatible SPOs and neitherjoin-nor cp­
compatible SPOs. The mix operation is the union of the joinand the cartesian product S and S.
Let S = (T, V, P, C, w) and S’ = (TI, V/, P1, C1, w) are two cp­
compatible or join-compatible SPOs. Then, the result of their mixoperation, denoted S⊗ S’, is defined as follows 2:
S⊗ S’ = (S X S’) U (S⋉ S’)
Cartesian product, join, mix with join conditions extend the combination operations of SP-Algebra to incorporate joining based on 
relationships between context attributes in the SPOs being joined.In addition to the conditions that are applicable to SPOs that participate in
cartesian product, join and mix operations, their contextelements should satisfy the join condition. Elements that do not satisfy the join
condition are not combined together. For example, in Figure 1, SPOs S2 and S3 are cp-compatible but cannot be combined under the join 
condition ‘S2.cnt.city = S3.cnt.city’(sinceS3 does not contain context element ‘city’).
2.3 SP-Algebra equivalences
In [19], in preparation for query optimization for SP-Algebra,Zhao has proved SP-Algebra equivalences shown in Table 3. In addition,
we have established the equivalences in Table 4 that involvethe join and cartesian product operators.
No less important than the equivalences that hold are those thatdo not. In particular, we note that projection, conditionalization and
cartesian product/join/mix operations change the probability distri-bution stored in the probability table of the resulting SPO. Thus,
selections on probabilities cannot be, in general, commuted withother operations. For example, the result of SP-Algebra expression
πvar.WR((σ tb1.prob<0.5 (S4)) is not the same as(σ tbl.prob<0.5(πvar.WR(S4)) as shown in Figure 2. This fact has
 
significant effect on the query translation mechanism from SPOQLto SP-Algebra, presented in the next section.
 
2.4 Implementation
SPDBMS is implemented on top of an RDBMS in Java. Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of the system [20]. The SPDBMS
application server processes query requests like standard databasemanagement instructions and SPOQL queries from a variety ofclient
applications.
The application server provides a JDBC-like API, through whichclient applications can send standard database management instructions,
such as CREATE DATABASE, DROP DATABASE, CREATE SP-RELATION, DROP SP-RELATION, INSERT INTO SP­
RELATION, DELETE FROM SP-RELATION, as well as SP-Algebraqueries to the server. Our SPOQL implementation has been inte­
grated into the architecture shown in Figure 3.
3. SPOQL
Since its deployment, SPDBMS has been used as a back end for a number of programs designed to build and manipulate Bayesian
networks. One of the lessons learned during this time was that SP-Algebra syntax was not the most convenient way for programmers,
unfamiliar with the internals of SPDBMS to express queries. To alleviate this problem we have investigated replacing SP-Algebra with 
declarative syntax that would look familiar to programmerswith some SQL experience. SPOQL, thus was born.
3.1 Syntax of SPOQL
 






Intuitively, a SPOQL query corresponds to an SP-Algbra ex-pression involving selections, projections, conditionalizations, andcombining 
operations (mix, cartesian products, join). Every SPOQLquery returns an SP-relation (collection of SPOs).
Every SPOQL query must have a SELECT clause, which spec-ifies the variables (context, conditional, random) of an SP-relationto be 
retained in the result, and a FROM clause, which specifies thelist of participating SP-relations along with combining operations.The optional 
WHERE clause specifies selection conditions on the SP-relations mentioned in the FROM clause and join conditions on the combining 
operations mentioned in the FROM clause. The optional CONDITIONAL clause specifies the conditionalization expressions on the SP-
relations mentioned in the FROM clause.
                    
                      
   
                  
                       
              
         
                 
                 
  
           
      
  
                      
  
    
     
   
      
     
      
                  
      
    
     
   
 
               
              
                    
              
                 
                      
                     
                
                  
                    
             
     
    
    
   
          
          
          
    
    
                     
                
         
                    
Thus, the selectlist is a sequence of random variables, contextvariables, and conditionals that are involved in the projection op-eration. Every 
element of the selectlist addresses an SP-relationfrom the f romlist. * is used in the absence of the projection op-eration when the entire object
has to be returned.
The f romlist is a sequence of SP-relations separated by combin-ing operations “TIMES”, “JOIN” and “,”. The “,” stands for themix operator,
“TIMES” for cartesian product and “JOIN” for thejoin (left join is the default). An SP-relation in the f romlist canalso be an SPOQL query.
This provides for nesting in an SPOQLqueries. In addition, parentheses can be used to specify associativ-ity of combination operations, and
SP-relation aliases, similar toSQL’s table aliases are allowed.
The condition is a sequence of selection and join conditions sepa-rated by the keyword “AND”. Every selection condition addressesan SP-
relation from the f romlist. Likewise every join conditionaddresses a combining operation from the f romlist based on theSP-relations provided 
by it. 
The conditionlist is a sequence of conditionalization expressions separated by the keyword “AND”. Every conditionalization expres-sion 
addresses an SP-relation/alias from the fromlist.
3.2 SPOQL Semantics By Example
Let us consider a few simple SPOQL queries. SPOs in Figure1 (d), Figure 1 (e), Figure 1 (f) and Figure 1 (g) can be obtained3 usingthe 
following SPOQL queries.
1.	 SELECT * FROM S1
 
WHERE S1.tbl.VOP = ’success’
 
AND S1.tbl.prob > 0.7
 
2. SELECT S1.cnt.city, S1.cnd.A FROM S1
3. SELECT * FROM S2 JOIN S3
4. SELECT * FROM S4CONDITIONAL S4.var.WR=’high’
Each of the above queries represents a single SP-Algebra operation. More complex SPOQL queries can represent multiple SP-Algebra
operations. Let us consider an SPOQL query Q:
SELECT * FROM S2, S3
WHERE S2.tbl.WR = ’high’ AND
S3.tbl.prob < 0.7
This query raises a number of questions concerning its SP-Algebratranslation. We can see that it involves one mix operation and two
selection operations, but in what order should these operations beperformed? In case of classical relational algebra, selection andcartesian
product/join operations commute and the exact order of operations produced by SQL query parsers is not very relevant, as the query
tree/execution plan will be finalized at the query optimization stage. In SP-Algebra, however, selections on probabilities and 
join/mix/product operations do not commute, and therefore, weneed to declare that intent of the query upfront, and make certainthat the
SPOQL query parser interprets it correctly. In the case of query Q, our choice is to translate it using the σc (.) ⊗ σ’c, (.) structure or using
the σc (. ⊗ .) structure. We note that selection conditions in Q specify precisely the SP-relations on which they have to be performed, thus
making σtlb.WR='high' (S2) ⊗ σtlb. Prob < 0. 7 (S3) (see also Figure 4) i.e., the former structure, the natural choice.
This example suggests that we must be more careful in our translation of SPOQL queries into SP-Algebra, than SQL query parsers
translating into relational algebra. It becomes important for us to define a precedence list for the SP-Algebra operations in order to achieve
consistent query evaluation. Consistent with our reasoning in the previous example, we use the following order of precedence for every
SP-relation belonging to the f romlist:
1.	 conditionalization operation using conditionlist;
2.	 selection operation using selection conditions from condition;
3.	 projection operation using selectlist;
4.	 join/times/mix operation using combining operations fromf romlist and join conditions from condition.
To illustrate the effect of this decision, we show the SPOQL
query representing σtbl.WR='high' ˄ tbl.prob<0.7(S2⊗ S3 ):
SELECT * FROM S2, S3
WHERE tbl.WR=’high’ AND tbl.prob < 0.7
There are other translation issues that need to be handled. Nest-ing and aliasing is allowed in SPOQL query to provide flexibilityor
override the precedence order. To ensure proper query transla-tion/evaluation, we define a separate scope for each level of nestingwithin
an SPOQL query, and enforce a scoping rule that does not
permit any elements from the selectlist, condition, and conditionlist to address SP-relations from the fromlist not belonging to thesame query level.
                       
                 
   
                    
                   
              
      
    
  
                        
                        
                  
             
                    
   
 
      
  
  
                         
                 
                   
            
                      
                 
          
                
  
                  
  
    
   
   
  
   
                    
         
                  
              
              
              
                   
          
 
               
                   
                  
            
               
 
               
                     
                  
                    
                  
The next issue to consider relates to the order in which SP-relationsfrom the f romlist are combined. In the absence ofjoin conditions,this
does not matter, and the traditional left-to-right evaluation canbe performed. However, as the following example illustrates, joinconditions
require special handling.
Let S5, S6, and S7 represent the SP-relations that describe thedistribution for the client’s characteristics - Aptitude, Goals, andConfidence 
respectively. We are interested in knowing the joint dis-tribution of these client characteristics in the year 1999 for Goals,and similar age
groups for Aptitude and Confidence. A straightfor-ward way to express it in SPOQL is the query Q' below:
SELECT * FROM S5 TIMES S6 TIMES S7
WHERE S6.cnt.year = 1999 AND
S5.cnt.age-group = S7.cnt.age-group
If left-to-right evaluation of the fromlist is used, the result-ing query tree for Q' is the one in Figure 5(a). The actual ex-pression we wanted
to represent with Q' is shown in Figure 5(b). In it, S5 and S7 are combined first, because of the join conditionpresent in the query. Thus, we
must ensure that the SPOQL query parser/translator, will override the default order of combining SP-relations in the f romlist for Q' and 
similar queries. Informally,we can verbalize this idea as materialize the combinations of SP-relations underjoin conditionsfirst.
We note, that we can also explicitly override the order combiningSP-relations by using parentheses in the f romlist. The followingquery is 
equivalent to Q’:
SELECT * FROM S6 TIMES (S5 TIMES S7) WHERES
6.cnt.year = 1999 AND
S5.cnt.age-group = S7.cnt.age-group
The query tree for this explicit ordering query is the same asin Figure 5(b). But there is a small issue of identifying identicalpairs of SP-
relations in both the orderings. We resolve this issueby applying any join conditions that refer to the same explicit or-dering pair of SP-
relations. As a result, duplicate pairs are elim-inated. Thus, the SPOQL evaluation algorithm implicitly builds atree structure by applying
the precedence rule and then determiningthe order of join, cartesian or mix operations with the SP-relationsas the leaves.
The algorithm that evaluates an SPOQL query is shown in Fig-ure 6. The input to the evaluation algorithm is the SPOQL query Qand its 
output is the query tree describing the SP-Algebra expres-sion, that represents the (operational) semantics of Q. In this algo-rithm, Build-
path() is the function that builds a conditionalization-selection-projection subtree for each SP-relation/SP-relation alias.Build-subtree() is 
the function that produces a query subtree for a single fromlist entry (either an SP-relation, or an nested SPOQL query, or a nested
join/product/mix expression).
Let us look at an example to understand the working of the Eval-uate algorithm. Consider an SPOQL query Q" of the form:
SELECT S7.cnt.age-group FROM
S5 TIMES S6 TIMES S7 TIMES S8 WHERE
S6.cnt.year = 1999 AND
S5.cnt.age-group = S7.cnt.age-group AND
S5.cnt.age-group =’19-20’AND
S6.cnt.year = S8.cnt.year
given as input to the algorithm. Here, S5, S6, S7, and S8 repre-sent the SP-relations that describe the distribution for the welfare-to-work
client’s characteristics - Aptitude, Goals, Confidence, and Work-history respectively.
The SP-Algebra query tree constructed by the algorithm is shown in Figure 7. The SPOQL query is evaluated for its syntactic and
semantic validity. According to the build-path algorithm, the se-lection operation on context is performed on SP-relations S6 and S5
resulting in SP-relations S6 and S5 respectively. The projec-tion operation on context is performed on SP-relation S7 result-ing in SP­' '
relation S7. According to the build-subtree algorithm, SP-relations S5 and S7 are combined by applying the respective join condition to the' '
cartesian product resulting in SP-relation S5".Similarly SP-relations S6 and S8 are combined resulting in SP-relation S6 ". The resulting SP­'
relation S.. is the cartesian product of SP-relations S5" and SC.
3.3 SPOQL Implementation
At present, SPOQL is incorporated into the SPDBMS architec-ture (see Figure 3) by means of the implementation of the trans-lation
algorithm described in Figure 6. This algorithm translatesSPOQL queries into equivalent SP-Algebra queries that are parsedby the original 
parser. In addition, to support full functionality of SPOQL as described in this paper, we have added the implemen-tations of the mix
operation and of the mix/cartesian product/join with join conditions operations to the SP-Algebra implementation within SPDBMS. New
performance tests are currently underway,and future work on the SPDBMS includes a cost-based query opti-mizer.
4. RELATED WORK
There has been considerable research done in management of probabilistic data. The early relational models, used for storage and
processing of probabilistic data [12, 2, 6, 1] have been replaced bythe object-oriented [11, 8] and semistructured models [10, 14, 4,20]. The 
work of Cavallo and Pittarelli [2] extended the relationalmodel to represent uncertainty due to ambiguity using the well-known probability
calculus. A probability measure is assigned toevery tuple in a relation. The probability measure indicates the joint probability of all the
attribute values in a tuple. Barbara et al.[1] proposed an extension of the relational model using probabil-ity theory by adopting a non-lNF 
                  
                
                  
              
              
             
               
                 
                  
                   
                   
   
                      
        
                
                 
            
             
            
               
                      
             
  
               
              
                
                
                     
                   
               
                      
                      
                
               
         
                 
   
  
        
       
    
                 
             
           
          
              
     
               
      
                
                
                
  
               
                
               
        
             
probabilistic data model. Theyredefined the project, select, and join operations using semanticsof probability theory. They also introduced a
new set of operators to illustrate the various possibilities. Dey and Sarkar [6] provideda probabilistic database framework with relations
abiding by firstnormal form (1NF). The probability measures, assigned to tuples,represented the joint probability distribution of all the non-
key at-tributes in the relation. They provided a closed form query algebraand introduced the conditionalization operation in the context of a
probabilistic model. They also proposed a non-procedural proba-bilistic query language called PSQL [7] as an extension of the SQL
language. Lakshmanan et al. [12] proposed axioms characteriz-ing reasonable probabilistic conjunction and disjunction strategies.They first 
implemented a relational probabilistic database systemcalled ProbView. Ross et al. [18] extended the framework of Prob-View to perform
aggregate computations over probabilistic data.Cheng et al. [16] provided an uncertainty model, as an extensionto the relational model, for
handling constantly evolving sensordata. Each tuple in their database is similar to the framework in[6] where probability is attached to a
tuple. But instead of having a point probability, they associate an entire distribution. Each tuple in their database is analogous to a non-
conditional SPO object inour model. Conditional and joint probabilities are not representedin their framework. The U-DBMS [17] is an
implementation oftheir uncertainty framework.
The work on SPDBMS [20] combines and extends the ideas5contained in these papers and applies them to an SPO model. Thedata stored 
in the SPDBMS does not conform to a rigid schema.
There are two approaches to semistructured probabilistic datamanagement that are closely related to SPDBMS: the ProTDB [14]and the 
PXml [10] frameworks [20]. Nierman, et al. [14] ex-tended the XML data model by associating a probability to each element with the
modification of regular non-probabilistic DTDs.In ProTDB, independent probabilities are attached to each individ-ual child of an object. The
probabilities in an ancestor-descendant chain are related probabilistically, resulting in conditional probabil-ities in the document. Some
drawbacks of ProTDB are overcomeby the PXml framework proposed by Hung, Getoor and Subrahma-nian [10]. PXml supports arbitrary
distributions over sets of chil-dren and allows arbitrary acyclic dependency models. They alsoproved that for any query in their model there
is a mapping to anequivalent query in the bayesian network. They also proposed aprobabilistic interval XML data model, PIXml [9]. But the
PXmland PIXml models do not provide a convenient way to representjoint probability distributions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The SPO model for management of uncertain data in databasesprovides flexible means for storing and manipulating large collec-tions of 
probability distributions. The original query language, SP-Algebra, incorporates all major database operations, and in-troduces some
operations, such as conditionalization, specific to probabilistic database management. The traditional limitations of SP-Algebra — the
functional syntax, and unfamiliarity to applica-tion programmers, have been alleviated by SPOQL, the structuredquery language for the SPO
model, which provides familiar SQL-like declarative syntax that is easier for the programmers to use.At the same time, as we have shown in
this paper, parsing SPOQLqueries is a more involved task than parsing SQL queries, due to thefact that important query equivalences do not
hold in SP-Algebra,making some potential invariant query translations incompatible.In this paper we have discussed our approach to parsing
SPOQLqueries, that can be characterized as eager evaluation — all oper-ations are applied (in the defined order of precedence) as soon as
they can be executed. The new SPDBMS server is in the process ofreplacing the old one and applications using SPDBMS as the backend for 
storage of probabilistic data are developed for the Welfare-to-Work modelling project described in part in Section 2. 1.
Our ongoing and future work on SPO model is two-fold. First,we are working on a cost-based query optimizer for SPDBMS.The second, 
current version of SPDBMS had been implemented by special-purpose shredding of XML representing SPOs into rela-tional tables and 
translating SP-Algebra operations into sequencesof SQL statements. We plan on building a new version of SPDBMSon top of a native XML 
DBMS translating SP-Algebra into XQuery.  
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